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A companys objectives can be carried out only when individuals put in their 

best initiatives. On what foundation it is presumed that a worker has proven 

his or her best performance in a given job. Employee evaluation is one of the

essential tasks of HRM that is why the specialist selects the subject of 

performance evaluation and the effect of the evaluation on job fulfillment. In 

today aggressive atmosphere every company put all of their sources to get 

aggressive advantage and enhance their efficiency and client care. Rarely, 

Ingrham and Jacobson, (2001) revealed that most of 90 % of the large 

companies do performance assessments and 75 % of them perform it yearly.

Malik, Bibi and Rahim (2010) declares that individuals love operating in the 

companies that provides them positive workplace and where they can feel 

that they can make the difference by dealing with their company members 

and can take forward the company. 

Malik, Saleem and Ahmed (2007) described worker fulfillment with work as 

to the extent to which a worker likes his or her job. For worker performance 

evaluation we can use different words like performance review, worker 

evaluation, career development conversation etc. Coen and Jenkins (2000) 

describes that performance evaluation is a compulsory process performed in 

particular days or some time to workers are assessed in this particular some 

time to noticeable for their various attributes by the consumer and the 

organization keeps this performance with them. This study researches of the 

equity of the evaluation system and its effect on worker satisfaction. 
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1. 2. Objectives: 

The main objectives of the project are as follow: 
Find out the hurdles and provide solutions to that hurdles while conducting 

successful appraisal l program. 

Comparative analysis of appraisal system of two companies, and the impact 

of the performance appraisal on the level of job satisfaction of the 

employees. 

Analyses of the company appraisal system and its methods. 

Find out the drawbacks of the appraisal system of the organization. 

Find out the gaps while conducting performance appraisal in the 

organizations. 

To ensuring that the appraisal system delivers the required result. 

To make and carry out a successful performance appraisal in the said 

organizations. 

Find out the appraisal system serves and aligns with the company mission 

and vision. 

To know the performance appraisal can be used to determine whether HR 

programs i. e. a selection, training, and transfers have been effective or not. 
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Chapter 2 

LITREATURE REVIEW: 

Performance appraisal: 
The purpose of the performance evaluation is to get details about the 

employees operating around you. It provides an opportunity to know the 

features and disadvantages of the people in your workplace. This is a 

process of analyzing how good workers perform their tasks when compared 

to a set of requirements, and then discussing those details to the workers 

(Jackson & Mathis, 2003). A performance assessment is widely used for 

verifying salaries and wages, giving performance reviews, and determining 

individual worker’s pros and cons. Most U. S companies use performance 

control systems for office, professional, specialized, supervisory, middle 

control, and nonunion production workers (Jackson & Mathis, 2003). 

According to Eberhardt and Pooyan (1988) Performance evaluation is 

identified as a fundamental element of hr control process. Like different 

writers or experts (Berendin and Beaty 1984; Devires; Morisson; Mom and 

Schneier 1982; Shullman and Gerlatch 1981) have described performance 

evaluation in a different way according to their point of opinions. On one side

experts have given stress on the need of, to improve manager and 

subordinate contract on the projects to be conducted, explain performance 

goals, and improve top control support and to enhance the reviews abilities 

of the people who are doing assessments. Educational scientists however 

have targeted on different set of problems for example subjects like ranking 

types, consumer training programs, how to implement information more 

successfully and the need to enhance observational abilities. 
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Eberhardt and pooyan (1988) performed a case study and found that the 

knowledgeable workers and those who were use to with assessment 

program were more pleased as to evaluate to those who were less 

knowledgeable and have no concept about assessment program. If a worker 

is not obvious about the program and the assessment procedure, he will 

have no concept how things are happening, which brings him/her to affect 

the circulation of the work and the worker is not able to provide his 100%. It 

is also mentioned that an appropriate alignment to new workers will allow 

him/her to get aware of the program and it will be a resource of job 

fulfillment for them. 

Grints (1930) indicates that top-down program of assessment should be 

eliminated and should be changed by several consumer assessments using 

360 degree assessment. This tries to decrease prejudice and detachment as 

in top down program. The remedy of several raters uses inner co-workers, 

clients and individuals of services will decrease the subjectivity and inequity 

of performance scores. Supervisors in 360 degree assessment gather 

reviews and review assessments. 

A study of 50000 participants revealed that only 13 % of workers and 

managers and only 6 % of the professionals consider that their company’s 

evaluation process is useful (People IQ, 2005). Another study reveals that 50 

% of professionals views their performance evaluation to be more or less 

efficient while 15 % views it less on not efficient at all (Mercer, 2002). A 

recent study reveals that 60 % of workers rate their companies as C 

category or worst in handling their performance management (World at work

and Sibson talking to, 2007). Newman (2004) determined that after 30 years 
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of research no proof substantiates the actual concepts or belief that a 

specific technique of evaluation ranking has stability. In fact the technique of

evaluation ranking has very little effect on the precision of evaluation 

(Borman, 1991). 

Despite the globally use of performance assessments, not everyone with 

excitement promotes performance assessments. Criticisms are always there 

about how you conduct performance evaluation and it results (Jackson & 

Mathis, 2010). 

Criticism: 
Criticisms include: 

- With modern focus on group interaction, assessments focus a lot on 

individual and do too little to create workers to do their work better. 

- Most workers who get opinions and managers who give them usually rate 

the process a definite failing. 

- Most assessments are not reliable, short-ten focused, very subjective, and 

useful only for directing out workers doing extremely well or badly (Jackson 

& Mathis, 2010). 

Organizations use performance assessments in two different tasks. One part 

is to evaluate performance for the objective of making pay, special offers, 

termination, downsizing or layoffs. This part is to be used for management 

uses. This is often the relationship between benefits worker wish to get and 

their efficiency (Jackson & Mathis, 2010). 
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Performance-based settlement verifies the idea that pay increases should be

given for performance success rather than for seniority. Generally in this 

example the administrator is the consumer of the staff’s performance and 

also the person who makes the settlement suggestions for the worker 

(Jackson & Mathis, 2010). 

The other part is the use of assessments for developing uses. The developing

kind of performance evaluation pressures on determining potential and 

planning staff’s development possibilities and route (Jackson & Mathis, 

2010). The manager’s part in this situation is like of a trainer. The 

administrator benefits good performance with identification, describes what 

kind of enhancement is necessary, and reveals workers how to enhance his 

performance. People do not know where and how to enhance, and 

supervisors should not anticipate improvement if they are not in the place to 

describe where and how enhancement can happen (Jackson & Mathis, 2010).

The aim of developing reviews is to change individual actions, rather than to 

evaluate individuals such as the management uses of performance 

assessments. 

This kind of reviews can also recognize areas in which the worker might wish

to develop (Jackson & Mathis, 2010). In a performance evaluation meeting 

focused on development, a worker may only be missing in one area of his 

work, and that may be keeping him from a promotion. 

The administrator may advice that they consider taking an evening course at

the local higher education. 
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This will help the worker enhance in his profession. There are two different 

approaches about performance appraisal: traditional and modern. 

Traditional approach: 
Performance assessments started as an easy technique of income validated 

reason. It was used to choose that if a worker’s wage or salary was validated 

or not. 

The procedure was lastly connected to the content result a worker would get

for good performance. If the worker’s performance was less than predicted, 

then a cut in the pay would happen. If the worker’s performance was better 

than predicted, a development of pay would be used (Target Woman, 2010). 

A weak point of this procedure was that it did not give any concern to the 

developing opportunities of the worker. A pay cut was the only motivation for

a worker to either enhance or keep execute well. In many circumstances, 

this primary system of performance assessment did not accomplish the 

preferred outcomes (Target Woman, 2010). 

The conventional strategy is also known as overall strategy. This is mainly 

involved with the overall company and with the last performance of the 

workers only. Typically focus was only on the compensate outcomes with a 

chance to it was refused. It was only in the 1950’s that the performance 

evaluation came to be identified as a useful device to encourage and create 

the worker prospective (Target woman, 2010). 
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Modern approach: 
In most of the company’s performance evaluation is used directly or 

ultimately to determine compensate results. The results of the performance 

evaluation help in determining the workers who performed better should be 

paid more and should be compensated with promotion and bonus (Target 

Woman, 2009). Performance evaluation systems are more arranged and 

official between the worker and the manager. Performance assessments are 

normally performed yearly or, twice a year. 

The flaws, strong points and opportunities for improvement and skill 

development of the workers are mentioned. During the time of performance 

evaluation, poor performers are recommended to perform better. In 

extraordinary instances, demotion, termination or decrease of pay is turned 

to. The moderen strategy to performance evaluation is a developing 

strategy. This identifies workers as individuals and accumulates around the 

success stories process (Target Woman, 20010). 

The performance assessment process can be an excessive source of 

discontentment and disappointment if a worker knows that the process was 

not reasonable, political or unrelated (Skarlicki and Folger, 1997). 

Management who do not know the mistakes of current assessment process 

often believe that the entire program is bad. They may have a choice of 

scrapping this program and changing it with a new one with this hope that 

worker response will change and become positive. The new program 

changes the old ones without knowing the main causes of the 

discontentment and without any angles for the new program. Workers do not

enjoy poor performance assessments but if they understand that the 
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process, rules were reasonable will less impact their mind-set towards their 

manager and company. 

Leventhal (1980) determined seven step-by-step groups that a personal can 

use to recognize the equity of business procedures. These contains 

techniques for selecting agents, setting guidelines, making decision, 

gathering information, attractive choices, protecting worker privileges, and 

changing techniques. The attention of worker about equity in any of the 

process can lead to understanding of disfavor. 

Performance assessment is one such technique that allows for the 

optimization of labor. In a wide sense , it is a firm framework that allows for 

the ongoing statistic and assessment of personal actions as well as, while 

impacting an worker’s job related features through such factors as increased

job fulfillment and identification (with the use of promotional helps such as 

better equipment, responsibilities, and wages). The purpose of any such 

program, is not only to evaluate just the performance of recruiting but also 

to find areas where there is skill lacking for further growth , recognize excess

potential that could be used better, and connect goals more precisely to 

employees . By doing so, businesses move one phase nearer to the 

accomplishment of their goals. Here another factor is also included which is 

not an immediate purpose of evaluation, but can become a useful resource 

within itself. 

In developing such a program, it is important to first of all determine goals 

that are genuine and will be predicted from the employees, and then make 

these goals known to the employees so employees have a guideline. Once 
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developed, assessments can be performed, in three steps. The first thing is 

that includes the statement and recognition of a worker’s perform actions, 

and the results and success that are due to them. These goals will then must

be compared against the unique objective requirements that were set for 

them. The second stage goes around the assessment and activity to be 

taken to reverse the first thing. If a worker’s performance is missing, 

evaluate the reasons that why must be performed, and fixed through such 

means as increasing inspiration, training or even cancellations. If the 

efficiency of the worker is good or better than predicted then the worker 

should be compensated. Such benefits can be improved income, activity to 

tasks demanding more skills. The third phase is to have an evaluation of the 

initial goals and the growth of new ones. The person who is establishing the 

objective should analyze them properly and should think that if the goals 

were genuine and possible in contact of sources and other things available in

workplace. To perform performance assessments, it is necessary to have a 

performance evaluation program. Such a program represents the type or 

technique that will be used to collect and figure out information, the job 

research that will be performed to recognize requirements that will be 

calculated globally, developing not only the credibility but also stability of 

information selection techniques , choosing who would best suit the position 

of evaluator and their impact on the overall evaluation, the meeting with 

procedures, the ways in which results will be used, and how the assessments

program itself will be evaluated for quality and effectiveness . In total, 

evaluation systems fall into four types based on the particular strategy 

taken. These are the relative requirements, overall requirements, purpose 
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based techniques, and immediate indices. Within each of these techniques, 

assessments take on a number of different types. 

History: 
Performance evaluation associates back to the Second World War. Cole 

(1925) official statement of individual work device place in John Owens 

manufacturer in New Lanark in early Nineteenth millennium, clinging a 

shaded wood on the machine to show the perform of the worker by the 

superdient for past day ( white for excellent, yellowish, red, black for 

inadequate performance). The last millennium led to F. W. Taylor, and his 

calculated performance, and the medical management process (Taylor, 

1964). The emotional custom developed in 1930`s used techniques that 

revealed performance and character used reviews from visual scores. Later 

improvements eliminated the center range from five point’s lickert range to 

pressured choice submission method to avoid main ranking. The assessment

also involved the story writing and feedback to support the scores (Mair, 

1958). 

Different methods of performance appraisal: 
Retrieved from http://www. uplink. com. au/lawlibrary/, Bondy (1998) says 

that the relative requirements type of evaluation is regarded as one of the 

most convenient types, due to the convenience with which it is applied. This 

program has a lot of requirements for evaluating and distinct one employee 

from another, in order to better identify their abilities and initiatives. Within 

this program several relative techniques are available; the first technique is ‘

Simple’ or ‘ Straight’ ranking. It works as ranking the people on their 

performance from best to toughest. This particular technique represents that
https://assignbuster.com/different-methods-of-performance-appraisal-
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the consumer or determine is able to make conclusions or feedback on 

efficiency without any requirements or standards to information them. This 

usually causes scores to be one-sided more so on views, in contrast to real 

numbers of outcome, sales or work turn over. The second relative technique 

is known as the ‘ Alternate’, and is just like the first one in its disadvantages 

and design. Appraisal is done by record the best entertainer first, and then 

the worst last, once all this been done, the second best and worst performers

are chosen and placed accordingly. This process carries on until the whole 

categories of employees are rated. The third technique known as the ‘ Paired

Comparison’ have the same problems as the other two, but allows for a little 

bit more detachment to be involved in evaluations by distinct two employees

at once against all others on a single conventional requirement, such as 

efficiency. Unfortunately, the amount of “ time taken improves geometrically

as the size of the team increases”. The fourth type of evaluation is that of ‘ 

Forced Distribution’. This technique separates evaluation into categories, 

enabling for more requirements to be used in evaluating people. The 

employees are then chosen and placed into these individual categories for 

evaluation. The problem with this strategy is that employees may not 

normally fit in the places they are put in, possibly resulting in the 

development of synthetic results. Throughout all four relative requirements 

techniques, you can find one undermining aspect that is ignored. This is the 

fact that employees are not able of similar work requirements, and there is 

always one individual who is better than the others. This aspect is 

improbable. 
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According to Clarke (1995) overall requirements is the second type of the 

assessment systems, and it is straight against the relative requirements. It 

analyzes employees individually, while simultaneously developing several 

requirements for assessment. In complete, there are available six methods 

of assessment under this program, the first of which is known as the ‘ Essay 

Narrative’. As its name indicates, it includes preserving in published 

structure, each individual’s strong points, flaws, and growth needs. The 

process of making promotions is made more difficult because each paper if 

hardly ever written in a conventional structure it differs from individual to 

individual through the use of terminology and vocabulary. Further restricting 

this program is their dependencies on supervisory occasion remember. In 

most cases, activities that are near to the assessment time frame are best 

kept in mind and assessment on these occasion is not right because 

employees usually do excellent in these days, expecting that any prior 

foibles might be neglected. The other advantage of this program is that 

there is an opportunity that you can create freely of about the exclusive 

features because the evaluator is not limited by set concerns. . The second 

technique, ‘ Critical Incident’ does not move around regular performance, 

but instead excessive levels of performance. In this technique the evaluator 

will just have to history the two excessive conditions the effective or 

worthless achievements so it’s an easy and time preserving way for the 

evaluator when any excellent or bad occasion happens he have to just 

history it. . This program does not allow for evaluation between employees 

because it does not distinguish the value of tasks. ‘ Weighted Checklists’ are 

the third type of overall conventional, and are ready by the information 

gathered from crucial occurrences reviews, and the selection of regularity of 
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activities. By watching this list, it is then possible to find out the complete 

foibles or excellent activities of employees, and then at the end decide the 

value of these events on effective job satisfaction. The advantage of such a 

program can be found enough in time decrease and “ it’s features of 

objectivity”. It all strategy is ‘ Forced Choice’, is as like to the large 

recommendations, but with the ability to protect the typical errors of 

leniency, strictness and primary propensities that sometimes exist in some 

tests. This is done by demanding the evaluator to choose “ which of two 

explanations in a couple better explain the subordinate”. The option of 

choice of answer deal with information are released in such a way that both 

seems in the same way good or probably unwanted, thus to get over up to a 

large level the chance of tendency. However, this is based mainly on actions 

rather than personal features, it does not allow for employee connections 

(such as feedback), that can cause to the possible distancing of employees, 

and absolutely leaving any area in which a employee may succeed, that is 

not involved in the set of questions. It all, and most widely used overall 

conventional evaluation, is the ‘ Graphic Ranking’ (also known as ‘ 

Conventional Rating”). This technique is used to assess a person’s “ quality 

and comprehensive variety of perform, as well as a comprehensive variety of

personality, such as balance and cooperation”. Popularity for this system 

grows from the comfort with which it can be developed, used, and identified 

by the raters. “ It can also be modified to a lot of projects, provided they 

have a comprehensive variety of typical elements”, and be as effective and 

genuine as more complicated kinds such as ‘ Forced Choice’. The drawback 

involved here are same as with all other overall requirements, as well as a 

deficiency of prospective for growth, making employees none the smarter to 
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proceed with their errors. Because this body’s characteristics efforts to 

protect an extensive range of places, it can sometimes ignore information 

that needs to be regarded. In some situations, companies have designed this

program with places from the essay/narrative strategy to make a more 

precise strategy. This action would allow for more information to be 

mentioned that would normally not be resolved properly or considerably (it 

should be mentioned that when including the components of article you are 

also including the problems associated with that system). The last strategy in

overall requirements is the ‘ Behaviorally Attached Ranking Scales’ that 

includes “ five to ten straight machines – one for each important sizing of a 

job performance anchored by the occurrences assessed to be crucial. Critical

occurrences happen when employee actions result in uncommon failing or 

success on some part of the job” (effective and worthless behavior). 

Principles are allocated to these situations by the supervisors or job 

professionals according to their performance. The main drawback of this 

strategy is that “ the period of time and professional skills that is required to 

make appropriate anchors”. Another problem occurs from the fact that 

findings are of perform as compared the real results. On the other hand, the 

benefit of this strategy is that the superiors allow their employees to give 

reviews for enhancing their performance. 

Griffen (1989) the objective based type of assessment is created to 

determine control on all levels. The reputation of this program comes from 

feature of fulfilling those individuals who are entitled to due to their 

achievements. This program works in four actions. The first thing is to create

objectives with the cooperation of employees so they will accomplish those 
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objectives and at the end will gaining the company. The second phase is to 

observe the subordinate objectives over a specified time interval and keep 

modifying them to match better to the changes triggered in the exterior 

workplace. The third phase is at the end of the specified interval that was 

permitted for the realization of a process. At this level evaluation of actual 

and predicted performance happens. Research happens as to why certain 

results were determined. If the performance was below then predicted so the

work should be allocated to different individuals or a program should be 

designed for the development and learning if the worker was the cause. If 

the performance is better than predicted then success stories process should

be analyzed to find that if there was enough need, if it is found that this 

result is due to the employees having more abilities and abilities then at first 

observed, appropriate actions should be taken to position the worker at a 

position where his/her abilities can be better used. The ultimate phase is to 

summary the results consider all the new aspects and then create objectives 

for future and current business needs. The last method of evaluation 

systems is known as immediate indices, and varies from the first three 

methods mainly in how performance is calculated. The first three (except for 

the potential based approach) “ depend on an excellent analyzing a 

subservient performance. There are a lot of others very subjective 

assessment in these cases. However, the immediate catalog techniques 

actions subordinate performance by objective requirements (such as 

performance, absenteeism, and turnover). In the case of managers, 

performance is identified through the strength of their workers, through such

signs as discarded rates, the number of issues created, customer issues, 

result per hour, new clients, buys, and sales and other such activities that 
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are proportionate to the organization’s performance. Subjectivity within this 

program is rather eliminated, and for such reasons it is hardly ever used 

completely by itself. 

It is important to have a performance evaluation program that is appropriate 

one. Wrong program can cause never fixing problems and less efficiency 

problems to company. Technique for best techniques needs to be 

determined but simultaneously the query occurs “ best for what?” occurs. 

Currently styles show a combination of several techniques being used, such 

as the ‘ essay/narrative’ program and ‘ graphic’ technique in a make an 

effort to better deal with the restrictions of single techniques, and thus 

better arrive at objectives. 

CCH(1988), One of the globe’s biggest legal marketers (CCH) of personal 

control has set out common recommendations for the execution of 

performance evaluation techniques, revealing that each program should be 

analyzed and considered up in the light of several aspects to best decide 

which would be the effective. Some of the aspects are: available sources to 

company, particularly financial resources; team evaluation is designed and 

objectives to overall company outcome using such a particular program. 

Main concerns the characteristics of the job for evaluation ( it will allow a 

company to use their sources in right route, the concentrate will stay on the 

concern areas) the size of the company (to mention again that there would 

be no need for a detailed evaluation program if the company had few 

workers – in such situations, the relative requirements technique of appraisal

is the best); training and development; and the capability of present team in 

undertaking individual performance assessments (the more difficult the 
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evaluation process, the more likely a company will need to resort to a 

professional for professional consultancy, which is not easy for small 

business). If these aspects are resolved properly, will save lots of money to 

the company in many ways. 

Without any question, much discussion continues to be about the potency of 

even the best thought out evaluation methods. In the view factor of the 

employees Appraisers are said to be worthless due to their strictness, 

leniency, personal tendencies and prejudices, being affected by main 

propensities, unintentionally muffling the fact (halo effect), stereotyping and 

other such mistakes. While others will claim that employees keep discussions

knowing that they had lost their time, and in some cases keep feeling anger 

that only shows damaging to the business in the long run. Questions are also

indicated as to the deficiency of knowledge included by some evaluation 

information – enabling for misinterpretations of useful details that may cause

to functions of unjust dismissals, which in turn can cause long and expensive

legal litigations for unjust termination.’ One last legitimate discussion 

regarding dependency on performance assessments can be found with the 

question “ what is the factor of having managers if they are not providing 

their employees appropriate and frequent feedback”. It is a proven fact that 

regular relationships, near synchronization and path maintenance by an 

outstanding would enhance the performance of the employees; this is a 

handling job that should never be eliminated. The part of the evaluation 

should not be ignored as effective execution can cause to some very great 

results. 
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With a correct and well applied evaluation system, companies and 

companies as well may look forward to enhanced capabilities, included value

to the company, and efficiency development through the development of 

relationships between employees and their superiors. This may allow for 

problems formerly ignored, such as the provision and benefits of new 

equipment, to be analyzed for upcoming concern. Of course there remains 

many more areas that must be recognized completely before being able to 

successfully implement performance assessments (other such areas include 

meeting techniques and execution programs), but due to the actual scale of 

this area, this papers can only temporarily summary the idea of assessments

and it’s key points. 

Different techniques for performance appraisal: 
In 1940`s, behavior methods were designed using inspirational techniques. 

Those techniques involved behavior attached rating machines (BARS), 

Behavioral observational machines (BOS), Behavioral assessment machines 

(BES), critical occurrence and job activation. All these conclusions were used 

for performance requirements such as customer support and ranked in 

factors such as excellent, need to improve, average or poor. These reviews 

were allocated mathematical principles which should be added in story 

statements and then choices would be made to the need of classes, to 

recognize abilities and to recognize skills for professions in range control, 

guidance and future managing potential. After 1945 result focused approach 

was designed that led to development of management by objective (MBO). 

This provided aims is designed to achieve particular objectives in particular 

time, success and work deadlines with a reviews on previous performance 
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(Wherry, 1958). In 1960`s the concept of self assessment was designed in 

which the determine was had to prepare questions because a range of 

subjects were have to mentioned in the interview. Until this period the 

success of assessment was reliant on the abilities of interview panel 

member. In the 1930`s 360 degree assessment was designed where reviews

was no more reliant on the manager and subordinate relationship but 

involved the categories evaluating the performance of range supervisors and

professional reviews from colleagues categories on individual performance 

(Redman and Snape, 2012). 

Job satisfaction: 
Locke (1976) described job fulfillment as “ an enjoyable or good 

psychological state caused by t 
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